Given a Schauder basis in a Banach function space of a specified type, one can delete any finite number of elements of the basis and still preserve serial totality by making an arbitrarily small adjustment of the domain.
Let {^>"}^Li be a system of real valued functions finite almost everywhere and measurable on a set G<= [0, 1], mes. G>0. Talalyan [2] , [3] proved the following to be equivalent:
(a) {<j>n}n=i is total in measure on G, that is, for every measurable function / defined on G, there exists a sequence of finite linear combinations of functions of the system {<f>n}n=i which converges in measure to/on G.
(b) For each positive number e, there is a measurable set Se whose measure exceeds 1 -e, such that {<^"}"=1 is total in L\SC).
We shall say that {<pk}k=x is serially total in some function space, if for any given function/in the space we can find a series ^k=x akj>k which converges to/in the metric of the space. The result of this paper can be viewed as a first step in changing total into serially total.
Let F(F) be a Banach space of measurable functions on a measurable set Fc [a, b] with natural linear operations. As usual, identify functions equal almost everywhere. Postulate the following on F(F):
(1) F(F) is contained in L^E); Example of spaces that satisfy (l)-(4) are the Lv spaces lSp<co and the separable Orlicz spaces.
Theorem.
Let {4>k}k=x be a normalized basis for LÍE), then given any natural number N0 and e>0, there exists a set D = DiN0, e), contained in E and satisfying |7>|>|F|-e, such that {<f>k}k=x0 is serially total in F(7)).
We should note that by [1] {<f>k}k=x0 ¡s serially total in measure on E. We utilize a lemma from [1] as the main tool in the proof of the theorem.
Lemma. Let {</>k}kLi be a normalized Schauder basis for LÍE), g a measurable function finite almost everywhere on E. Then given e>0 and a natural number N, there exists a set e0 and real numbers bN+x, ■ ■ ■ , bm such that e0 c E, and \e0\ < e;
\bk\ <e for N +1 SkSm; U" + 1 if k = n;
for all measurable subsets e of Dn. Continuing by inductive construction it is easy to see that (18)- (22) holds for each natural number n. Define 7)=n^i7).",then|7>|^|F|-2£ic^|F|-£.
Now we are ready to show that given any function f in F(7)) we can find a series from {<f>j:vim,0)SjSvim,m), m=l,2, • • •} which will converge to / in the F(7>) norm. In fact, if 2fc=i ak$k lS the Schauder basis expansion of / then 2í=i Z*-i akP¡k converges to / in the F(7)) norm.
Let r5>0 be given. Choose Nx so that Thus, we obtain the desired series convergence. Furthermore, the coefficients of <f>j go to zero, since the an are bounded by a and the b¡ go to zero. Bibliography
